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WHAT’S INSIDE?

Breaking News:

PREFERRED CUSTOMER INCENTIVES

Want to BOOST your bottom line? It’s easy . . . when you become a Gold or Silver Level Account!

GOLD LEVEL  MERCHANDISE A MINIMUM OF 160 DESIGNS

★ 15% Discount on the opening or expansion order
★ Ongoing free freight on product
★ Full exchange protection
★ *Net 90 on the opening or expansion order

SILVER LEVEL  MERCHANDISE A MINIMUM OF 80 DESIGNS

★ Ongoing free freight on product
★ Full exchange protection
★ *Net 90 on the opening or expansion order

*on approved credit
9255. At our age, no nude is good nude! Happy Birthday!

9253. Can you play the one about the squirrel that got away?
Inside: Hope this year has you singing a happy tune! Have a great Birthday!

9252. Hope you have the prescription for a very happy Birthday!

9251. Getting older’s like that. Happy Birthday!

9249. Have an Appy Birthday!

9248. If you must know, a Pterodactyl bought you!
Inside: HAPPY BIRD DAY!

9247. When using the self check out lane is exciting! Happy Birthday!

9245. We wouldn’t survive it a second time! Happy Birthday!

9244. Hard to believe you’re a year older! Happy Birthday!

9242. Another year older but who can tell? Happy Birthday!

Inside:

HAPPY BIRD DAY!
9241. Quiet’s for the birds! Make some noise and have a Happy Birthday!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9239. Let’s review some texting abbreviations for seniors...

OMG: Oh, my God! 
IMHO: In my humble opinion. 
ROFL: Really, out loud, funny. 
TMI: Too much information.

9234. KING QUEEN SLEEPS WITH A DOG

Inside: When it comes to birthdays there’s always room for one more.

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9232. Happy Birthday to someone who still looks like a spring chicken!

9235. Warm Wishes for a Happy Birthday!

9237. Get back to nature on your birthday!

9231. JUST OLD SCHOOL!

9236. GO WILD! Happy Birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9226. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!

9238. Get something nice for yourself! You’re worth it! Happy Birthday!

9230. Actually the cat couldn’t give a shit. Enjoy your birthday!

9225. Go Wild! Happy Birthday!

9233. WHERE THE WIND BLOW, THERE IT IS MADE WITH 100% GOOSE DOWN!
9223. Whatever we want to do! Happy Birthday!

9222. Another year older and you’re still fantastic, which proves that healthy decent living...

Inside: ...can be put off indefinitely! Happy Birthday!

9221. You’ll have to see me for the kisses! Happy Birthday!

9220. Speak up! It’s your birthday!

9219. Whatever we want to do!

9218. Whatever we want to do!

9217. Whatever we want to do!

9216. Hope you don’t need any help having a Happy Birthday!

9215. I don’t recall being consulted about this working-from-home situation.

Inside: May your inbox be overflowing with Happy Birthdays!

9214. Don’t let anyone bother you on your birthday!

9213. It’s your birthday, tear it up!

9212. It’s your birthday, tear it up!

9211. ...but we’re non-practicing! Happy Birthday!

9210. At least your I.Q. is still bigger than your age! Happy Birthday!

9219. Whatever we want to do!
9209. Have a Happy Laugh-filled Birthday!

9208. When you celebrate your birthday, remember to mask up!

Inside: Hope you have a stress-free day! Happy Birthday!

9207. Hold my beer!

9205. Cheers, it's your birthday!

9203. ...the last time I tried it, I felt ten years older the very next day. Happy Birthday!

9201. I hope you find everything you're searching for. Happy Birthday!

9200. I wish she'd get her own bed.

Inside: May all your wishes come true! Happy Birthday!

9199. ...best to take it outside and drink it with your bestie!

9198. May your birthday be full of surprises of all sizes!

9197. ...OR WAS THERE A REALLY HOT GUY ON THE COVER OF AARP?

9196. Wake up! and have a Happy Birthday!

9195. No sense keeping stuff bottled up inside...

9194. OR WAS THERE A REALLY HOT GUY ON THE COVER OF AARP?
9183. ...everyone can be a great singer. Happy Birthday!

9184. ...FROM YOUR 105-POUND FRIEND!

9185. All eyes are on you. Happy Birthday!

9186. On your birthday, some people frown on inappropriate behavior. Inside: BORN TO BE WILD... Avoid those people at all costs and have a Happy Birthday!

9187. Hope your birthday is totally unreal!

9188. On your birthday, some people frown on inappropriate behavior.

9189. ...but I'll miss you! Happy Birthday!

9190. ...but at a much slower pace! Happy Birthday!

9191. ...and a little botoxie! Happy Birthday!

9192. No matter our age, We'll always be young. All we need is movie...

9193. I'm off to meet the girls at the salon.

9194. ...because it's time for another trip around the sun! Happy Birthday!

9195. Birthdays Cards

9196. You know you're getting older when you're still following your dreams...

9197. Oatmeal Studios

9198. ...FROM YOUR 105-POUND FRIEND!

9199. Happy Birthday!
Here's hoping you reach alcohol nirvana! Happy Birthday!

GO WILD, IT'S YOUR BIRTHDAY!

En joy the ride! Happy Birthday!

Here's to not even sweating the small stuff! Happy birthday!

But at our age it's rhetorical! Happy Birthday!

To pee, or not to pee, that is the question.

You can't outrun the years...

There's no one quite like you. Happy Birthday!

O.OOO0! I HATE when I laugh and food comes out my nose...

Happy Birthday to someone who's fun to be around!

Another birthday?? Well, get celebrating!

A good friend is like your favorite bra...

...always lifts you up when you're down and points you in the right direction. Happy Birthday!

Hope you're showered with goodies on your birthday!

At our age, there's no time to lose! Happy Birthday!

...and then you realize that you went to school with them. Happy Birthday!

Hope your birthday is full of surprises!

Hope you're showered with goodies on your birthday!

...and then you realize that you went to school with them. Happy Birthday!

There's no one quite like you. Happy Birthday!

Happy Birthday to someone who's fun to be around!

There's no one quite like you. Happy Birthday!
**9160.** Make your mark! Happy Birthday!

**9158.** On your birthday, refuse to work out!

**9157.** Birthday celebrations are still fun!

**9162.** Birthday celebrations are still fun!

**Inside:** You just need to start a little bit earlier.

**9161.** Have a birthday that is bursting with fun!

**9163.** You look great in anything! Happy Birthday!

**9166.** Warm wishes for a happy birthday!

**9167.** Have gallons of fun on your birthday!

**9168.** It's officially time to start keeping hard candy in your purse!

**9169.** ...but maybe there's a hole in your bag! Happy Birthday!

**9170.** ...or did the supermarket start playing great music? Happy Birthday!

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!**

**Does this box make me look FATTY?**

**Happy Birthday!**

**Yarn!**

**Happy Birthday!**

**This party just got WEIRD...**

**WARM WISHES for a happy birthday!**

**Aunt:** Happy Birthday to you! I mean that literally.

**Happy Birthday:**

**Oh, good.**

**Happy Birthday:**

**Are we getting older...**

**Happy Birthday!**
105. **HAPPY BIRTHDAY!**
    ...especially yours!

1052. **...scrunch in!**
    Happy Birthday!

1051. **IT'S TOO LATE FOR THAT!**
    HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

1050. **...ditch the ice and have a happy birthday!**

1049. **My view on political parties?**
    Inside: Less politics, more parties! Happy Birthday!

1048. **EAT LOCALS**
    Inside: Big, happy, healthy birthday wishes!

1045. **You're officially in the dark ages! Happy Birthday!**

1044. **Served generously with wine.**
    Happy Birthday!

1043. **One size fits all!**
    Happy Birthday!

1042. **Hope you're showered with delight on your birthday!**
1140. Older! Happy Birthday!

1139. Today!

1138. Salty and twisted Happy Birthday!

1136. No other ingredients required! Happy Birthday!

1135. It's your Birthday! Enjoy a moment of Zen...

Inside: ...and a Magnum of Merlot!

1131. MAKE A SPLASH, IT'S YOUR BIRTHDAY!

1130. ...but you get better at it with each step. Happy Birthday!

1128. Hope every hour of your birthday is happy!

1127. It's time to stop! Happy Birthday!

1126. You happened! Happy Birthday!

1123. Me neither! Happy Birthday!
9122. Hope your birthday’s a splash!

9120. ...the B in your Bucket list to an F! Happy Birthday!

9119. What happened in the 20th century stays in the 20th century! Happy Birthday!

9118. ...that the world has been enjoying you! Happy Birthday!

9117. Hope your birthday is a breath of fresh air!

9116. Who cares, as long as there’s cake! Happy Birthday!

9115. It’s not about how old we’ve gotten...

9114. ...it’s about how much fun we’ve had getting here!

9113. Inside: That’s a bunch of Malarkey! Happy Birthday!

9112. They say you’re how old?

9111. Inside: That’s a bunch of Malarkey! Happy Birthday!

9110. They say you’re how old?

9109. Inside: That’s a bunch of Malarkey! Happy Birthday!

9108. ...wrong is the fun one. Happy Birthday!

9107. On your birthday, I hope you know right from wrong...

9106. HAPPY BIRTHDAY! It’s not about how old we’ve gotten...

9105. Have a great birthday, and many Happy Returns!

9104. Who cares, as long as there’s cake! Happy Birthday!

9103. They say you’re how old?

9102. Inside: That’s a bunch of Malarkey! Happy Birthday!

9101. hope your birthday is a breath of fresh air!

9100. ...that the world has been enjoying you! Happy Birthday!

9099. What happened in the 20th century stays in the 20th century! Happy Birthday!

9098. Who cares, as long as there’s cake! Happy Birthday!

9097. They say you’re how old?

9096. Inside: That’s a bunch of Malarkey! Happy Birthday!

9095. ...wrong is the fun one. Happy Birthday!

9094. On your birthday, I hope you know right from wrong...

9093. Inside: That’s a bunch of Malarkey! Happy Birthday!

9092. Who cares, as long as there’s cake! Happy Birthday!

9091. They say you’re how old?

9090. Inside: That’s a bunch of Malarkey! Happy Birthday!
9102. ...great friends can make you laugh until you pee. Happy Birthday!

9101. ...it’s impossible to pick a favorite! Happy Birthday!

9100. ...and it’s only 10:37! Happy Birthday!

9099. ...but so does drinking wine in your yoga pants. Happy Birthday!

9098. I just realized that now I get more excited about buying pajamas than I do about clothes. Happy Birthday!

9097. ...especially when we’re naked! Happy Birthday!

9096. We were probably out having too much fun to notice! Happy Birthday!

9095. You’re another year older! Happy Birthday!

9094. ...but it’s the only way that works for us! Happy Birthday!

9093. We did so many stupid things when we were young...

9092. It thought you said “some Nookie”! Hope your birthday is filled with all kinds of sweet surprises.

9091. Wouldn’t you know you’re getting older when you get up in the middle of the night to go to the bathroom...

9090. Rock out with your favorite jammies and have a happy birthday!

9089. You thought you said “some Nookie”! Hope your birthday is filled with all kinds of sweet surprises.

9088. Warm wishes for a Happy Birthday!

9087. It’s saw, “Snowers Expected,” but there’s not a cloud in the sky...

9086. ...and it’s only 10:37! Happy Birthday!

9085. You thought you said “some Nookie”! Hope your birthday is filled with all kinds of sweet surprises.
14 Oatmeal Studios Cards
9038. Relax and have a very Happy Birthday!

9034. Oops, I used the wrong coping mechanism again.
Inside: Here's to dealing with another year! Happy Birthday!

9033. Buckle up and have a Happy Birthday!

9030. Life is like a bottle of beer...
Inside: ...chill for best results! Birthday Cheers!

9027. ...we're just finishing up being young! Happy Birthday!

9025. We're so much alike it's scary!

9024. Let it all out, it's your birthday!

9023. Life is like a bottle of beer...

9022. We're not starting to get old...

9021. We're so much alike it's scary!

9020. Let it all out, it's your birthday!
8959. You’ve always had a special lust for life! Happy Birthday!

8953. I hope your day is picture perfect! Happy Birthday!

8942. You’re still the cat’s meow and that’s all that matters! Happy Birthday!

8941. ...and most of it was your fault. Happy Birthday!

8949. ...of giving a rat’s ass! Happy Birthday!

8937. And you’re getting better every year! Happy Birthday!

8944. WHAT’S THE CHEAPEST thing we can buy and still get a box? I hope you get what you want on your birthday!

8958. Bad news is so is everyone else! Happy Birthday!

8929. Where do you put the quarter?

Inside: Hope you get what you want! Happy Birthday!

8938. Good news is so is everyone else! Happy Birthday!

8937. What’s the cheapest thing we can buy and still get a box?

8957. I hope you get what you want on your birthday!

8950. Stay up all night, eat everything you want, and get totally trashed! Happy Birthday!

8951. Where do you put the quarter?

Inside: Hope you get what you want! Happy Birthday!
18 Oatmeal Studios Cards

8925. Remember when we used to try to look older than we were?

8905. Fake News! Happy Birthday!

8902. It loves you unconditionally. Happy Birthday!

8900. Happy Birthday Genius!

8888. Especially when our left blinker is on and we turn right! Happy Birthday!

8882. Here’s to another year of glamour, fame & fortune...

8905. They say you’re how old?

8900. Happy Birthday Genius!

8888. Our age may be getting up there but we can still step traffic.

8882. ...or simply pajamas, wine & take out! Happy Birthday!

8852. Hmm, Who is Harry Birchbat? Happy Birthday!

8850. It’s not the height that scares me, it’s the creepy rotisserie feeling!

8842. Time to cook up a Happy Birthday!

8842. Hope the birthday fun lasts a long time! Happy Birthday!

Inside: I think we finally got the hang of it! Happy Birthday!

Inside: I think we finally got the hang of it! Happy Birthday!
8835. Happy Birthday!

8830. Each passing year is like a golf ball...

8826. I hope you have a sweet birthday!

8824. Why the hell did I come in here? Happy Birthday!

8791. ...and your body says you've got to be kidding! Happy Birthday!

8759. It's your birthday! Drop everything & go celebrate!

8741. You know you're going to hurt, you're just not sure where! Happy Birthday!

8709. ...2 or 3 a night, filled with a nice wine. Happy Birthday!

8627. ...do it in the bedroom so people will think you got lucky! Happy Birthday!

8468. May I see your I.D.? Happy Birthday!
20
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8423. Did you know that women use about 30,000 words a day while men use only 15,000?

Inside: I’m only going to say this once... Happy Birthday!

8410. To say goodbye!

Happy Birthday!

8402. On the day you were born, angels looked down into your cozy crib, gazed upon your cherubic face and declared...

Inside: “This one’s going to be trouble!” Happy Birthday!

8364. Happy Birthday, you old fart!

8245. Hope this birthday has you feeling on top!

8230. Looks like another one just crept up on you.

8285. It’s always Senior Discount Day somewhere. Happy Birthday!

8210. Do we look like we made our reservation online?

Inside: Have a good old-fashioned time on your birthday!

8221. Next! Happy Birthday!
8174. It's your birthday. Party your ass off!

8128. On your birthday, remember only the good die young!
Inside: Bitches like us live forever!

8087. Just in time for your birthday! There's a new wine that will reduce those nightly trips to the bathroom...
Inside: It's called PINOT MORE. Enjoy!

7454. Douglas?

7450. Enjoy your birthday!
Inside: We won't be young and gorgeous forever!

7423. Congratulations on putting another year behind you! Happy Birthday!

7346. Us, in the future...
Inside: We’ll always be friends! Happy Birthday!
22.
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7325. ...and sometimes you pee your pants a little! Happy Birthday!

7294. Do you have this in a 39-long?

Inside: May your birthday cup runneth over!

7283. Happy Birthday! As you travel life’s path of rewards and setbacks, searching always for the deeper meaning of existence...

Inside: ...we’ll just wait in the bar.

7166. ...probably the same idiot who said money can’t buy happiness.

7058. Getting older is such a pain in the...

Inside: ...pick a body part, any body part! Happy Birthday!

4960. ...even if the steeple is pointing in the wrong direction! Happy Birthday!

4820. Like a good wine, we mellow with age.

Inside: Or is it as we age, we mellow with a good wine? Happy Birthday!
4735. Remember when being stiff in the morning...

Inside: ...was a good thing! Happy Birthday!

1715. God grant me the senility to forget the people I never liked anyway, the good fortune to run into the ones I do...

Inside: ...and the eyesight to tell the difference. Happy Birthday!

1686. A shitload of candles!

1384. Another birthday? Well, just remember that at your age, it’s important to exercise, stay flexible, and keep moving...

Inside: ...it makes it harder for the vultures to land.

1377. Aw, hell. Yes, you are. Happy Birthday!

1317. The fantasy lives on! Happy Birthday!

1159. In tribal societies the ELDEST members are the wisest and most respected...

Inside: Happy Birthday, O great one!
21st Birthday

8778. Good thing you’ve been practicing! Happy Birthday!

24th Birthday

9227. You’ve arrived at the Middle Ages! Happy 40th Birthday!

40th Birthday

9141. And make it look awesome! Happy 40th Birthday!

50th Birthday

8950. …and start planning the next crazy escapade! Happy Birthday!

50th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!
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9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!

60th Birthday

8778. You don’t look a day over 65!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

8806. You’re hotter than ever! Happy 50th Birthday!

60th Birthday

9246. Have a Dino-Mite Birthday!

60th Birthday

9082. The hearing is starting to go! Happy 60th Birthday!
21st, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th, 90th, 100th Birthday Cards

### 70th Birthday

**9243. ARE WE THERE YET?**
Inside: **YOU ARE! HAPPY 70TH!**

**8891.** This time I'll let you off with a greeting. Happy 70th Birthday!

**8789.** ...usually to wake it up! Happy Birthday!

**9096.** Aged to perfection! Happy 70th Birthday!

**8997.** ...cost more than the cake! Happy 70th Birthday!

**9204.** HAPPY 90TH BIRTHDAY!

### 80th Birthday

**8861.** The rest of us are having trouble keeping up! Happy 80th Birthday!

**9192.** ONE BIRTHDAY AT A TIME! HAPPY 80th BIRTHDAY!

**9096.** Aged to perfection! Happy 80th Birthday!

**8891.** This time I'll let you off with a greeting. Happy 70th Birthday!

**8789.** ...usually to wake it up! Happy 70th Birthday!

### 90th Birthday

**9204.** HAPPY 90TH BIRTHDAY!

**9147.** Happy 90th Birthday!

**9192.** ONE BIRTHDAY AT A TIME! HAPPY 80th BIRTHDAY!

### 100th Birthday

**8464.** You are! Happy 100th Birthday!

**9204.** HAPPY 90TH BIRTHDAY!

**9147.** Happy 90th Birthday!

**8464.** You are! Happy 100th Birthday!
26.
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Belated Birthday

9233. Oh, chicken s**t!

Inside: I forgot your clucking birthday. Hope it was happy.

9198. ...and forget your birthday all at the same time!

Belated Birthday Wishes!

9029. I forgot! Belated Birthday Wishes!

921. I’m sorry I forgot your birthday!

Inside: But I think you’ve reached that age where you’ll forget that I forgot! Belated Happy Birthday!

9240. Have an awesome Birthday!

Inside: From someone who shares your genes.

Relative Birthday

Inside: No matter what happens, you’ll always have your family. Happy Birthday.

8939. Awesomeness runs in our family! Happy Birthday!

8643. Inside: No matter what happens, you’ll always have your family. Happy Birthday.

9044. I merely failed to remember it on time.

8921. I’m sorry I forgot your birthday!

Inside: But I think you’ve reached that age where you’ll forget that I forgot! Belated Happy Birthday!
8879. Hoping that fun is the only thing on your agenda! Congratulations!

8881. Rest, relax, nap, snack, repeat! Happy Retirement!

9115. Congratulations!

9118. ...to the 7 day Weekend!

9153. There are great people.
Inside: And there are people who you are grateful for. Thanks for being both!

8933. When You Say It Does! Happy Retirement!

8993. I hope your wife gets over it. Happy Retirement!

8981. Let’s just say there’s a hug with your name on it!

8984. Never underestimate the power of nice.
Inside: And you don’t! Thanks for everything!
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Get Well

9236. Hips, shoulders, knees and toes...
Inside: Congratulations on your new parts—hope you’re movin’ and groovin’ again in no time!

9229. Y’know what really peeves me? The lame excuse I had for crossing the road in the first place
Inside: Heard you’ve been feeling run down. Hope you get well soon!

9218. Hope you’re feline better soon!

9210. Hope you’re up and about soon!

9134. That’s odd...my neck suddenly feels better...
Inside: Feel better!

9109. Vinyl is making a comeback
Inside: You will too. Feel better!

9083. Because it doesn’t require a co-pay! Get well soon!

Vinyl is making a comeback

You will too. Feel better!

Do you know why laughter is the best medicine?
You can’t be too careful when it comes to germs. In fact, I didn’t even lick this envelope!

Don’t worry, it’s tomato.

Just a little dirty, to convey to you my pity, now say I am a friend.

Ta ke your vitamins, rest and avoid salty foods.

Get Well Soon!

TAKE YOUR VITAMINS, REST AND AVOID SALTY FOODS

I have my dog lick it instead! Get well soon!

Whatever it is...

Sorry to hear you’re feeling sluggish!

Hope you lick it!

Get Well Soon!

Don’t worry, it’s tomato.

Hope you’re back on your feet again real soon!

...that you’ve been feeling shitty. Get Well Soon!

So you’re laid up for a while!

Sorry to hear you’re feeling sluggish!


Get Well Soon!

...is always best.

Get Well Soon!

Here’s a list of useful terms to speed your recovery.

Inside: Get Well Soon!
9260. Still smokin’ hot... Happy Anniversary!

9228. I only have eyes for you. Happy Anniversary!

9219. Let’s keep it squeaking! Happy Anniversary!

9133. It's really gouda! Sorry to be so cheesy. Happy Anniversary!

9114. Excellent choice! Happy Anniversary!

9053. ...but what are the chances you’d hit the jackpot twice! Happy Anniversary!

8999. EAT, DRINK, AND BE MARRIED! HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!

8585. May the flames of passion burn on!

8455. And whatever else is on TV! Happy Anniversary!

8328. Would I like some cookies?

Inside: I thought you said “some Nookie”! Hope your anniversary is filled with all kinds of sweet surprises.

1777. ...it just falls asleep in front of the TV! Happy Anniversary!
BOOST your bottom line when you become a Gold or Silver Level Account!

*Details Inside!